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Marshal 1: Required all races. 

Positioned at the bridge near the start line, directing athletes over the bridge and indicating they will need to turn right afterwards.  

For 1km event, once they’ve crossed back over the bridge, direct athletes up over the hill to the left.  

For the 3km event, direct athletes down the small hill, back towards the start line around the tree and continue another loop.  

Marshal 2: Required all races. 

Positioned at the turn onto the gravel path, directing athletes down the path.  

Marshal 3: Required all races. 

Positioned at the corner on gravel path, directing athletes up the hill and to the left for 1km runners (race 1-4) and straight ahead for 1.5 – 3km runners (race 5-15). 

Marshal 4: Required race 1-4 (1000m loop) AND race 5-15 (main loop). Following 1000m events, Marshal will move positions.  

Race 1-4: Positioned half way up the hill, instructing athletes to turn left and continue up the hill.  

Race 5-15: Positioned on top of the small grass hill/rise so that athletes can be seen oncoming and passing into the distance. 

Marshal 5: Required race 5-15.  

Positioned at the intersection of the grass course and the dirt path.  

1500m athletes – Directing athletes to turn right down the dirt path.  

2000m athletes – Directing oncoming athletes to turn left up the hill and continue the 500m add on loop. 

Marshal 6: Required race 5-15. 

Positioned at bottom of the hill, directing all athletes to follow the gravel path and continue along the bridge. 

Marshal 7: Required race 5-15. 

Positioned on top of a slight rise, directing athletes to turn right and continue along the dirt path to the finish line.  

Marshal 8: Required race 5-15. 

Positioned between Marshal 7 and 9, instructing athletes to continue along the dirt path to the finish line.  

Marshal 9: Required race 5-15. 

Positioned next to the big log near the finish chute, directing athletes towards the finish. 

For 3km event, stand at the finish chute directing athletes back along the grass to complete their second lap. 

Loop 1: Required race 1-4. 

Positioned at the intersection between the concrete path and the course, directing athletes to continue down the hill.  

Loop 2 Lower: Required race 5-15. 

Positioned at the bottom corner of the 500m add on loop, directing athletes up the hill to continue the loop. 

Loop 2 Upper: Required race 5-15. 

Positioned at the top corner of the 500m add on loop, directing athletes down the hill to continue the loop.  


